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and are better sorted and rounded due to abrasion on a 
shallow shelf. 

Depositional environments did not control sandstone com
position. Distinctive Naknek petrofacies are due to (1) erosion 
of Lower Jurassic volcanics followed by unroofing of Lower 
to Middle Jurassic diorite and granodiorite plutons; and (2) 
variations of provenance in separate drainage basins through 
time. 
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Reservoir Quality of Sandstones Influenced by Mineralogy 
and Texture: Example of Brazilian Offshore Basins 

Lower Cretaceous sandstones in four basins off Brazil il
lustrate that reservoir quality is controlled by dlagenetic events 
that were pre-programmed by (1) detrital mineralogy, (2) grain 
size, and (3) sorting. 

The northeasternmost basin (Cassipore) received volcanic-
rock detritus. At depths less than 3,000 m all pores in these 
lacustrine turbidite sands were cemented by pervasive corren-
site and local laumontite. Secondary porosity is trivial. 

Five hundred km to the southeast, the Ilha de Santana basin 
received granitic and reworked red-bed detritus. Samples from 
fluvial and lacustrine turbidite sandstones between 1,500 and 
2,800 m show that sands lost porosity by cementation by pat
chy calcite, minor quartz, and pervasive mixed-layer clays. 
Modest secondary porosity developed by dissolution of calcite 
and clay cements, and detrital plagioclase. 

Five hundred km farther to the southeast, the Ceara and 
Potiguar basins received granitic detritus and minor 
metamorphic-rock debris. Lacustrine deltaic deposits of the 
Ceara were sampled between 1,500 and 2,700 m and fluvial 
deposits of the Potiguar between 1,600 and 2,500 m. Except 
for the presence of kaolinite beneath an unconformity in the 
Ceara basin, the basins had a similar history. Porosity was lost 
successively by precipitation of clay coatings, quartz and 
calcite cement, and by compaction. Good secondary porosity 
developed by dissolution of calcite and plagioclase, but much 
porosity was lost subsequently by precipitation of mixed-layer 
clays derived from reaction of pore fluids with feldspars. 

The best secondary porosity developed in the coarser and 
better sorted sandstones. Coarser sandstones (1) had more 
calcite cement that yielded clean secondary-pores and (2) have 
larger pore throats that were affected less by clay cement. Fine 
sandstones (1) have more ductile micas and rock fragments 
that compacted and plugged pores and (2) have smaller pore 
throats that were strongly affected by clay cement. 
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Vibroseis System: a High-Frequency Tool 

Exploration methods are extended to their limits as the 
search for energy resources continues. Successful application 
of high-frequency seismic methods requires evaluating each 
element in the seismic data acquisition system and assuring 
that each part of the system contributes to the success of the 
method. This extends from seismic signal generation through 
data processing where good equipment performance and cor
rect parameter selection are required. 

The Vibroseis system depends upon the ability of vibrators 
to generate synchronous, repeatable sweeps over the frequency 

range of interest. Many considerations are used in building a 
vibrator. Typical baseplate responses show excellent drive 
levels at the design goal of 200 Hz. With an excellent source 
available, correct application is essential to assure retention of 
high-frequency data. Recording offsets, array lengths, and ar
ray sampling must be selected for the sweep frequencies used. 
Also, approximate matching of the data acquisition system 
response to the spectral response of the earth reduces the 
dynamic range requirements for recording systems and subse
quent data processing. Data are included to show the suc
cessful application of high-frequency techniques to 
stratigraphic exploration problems. 
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Geometry and Facies of Latest Cretaceous Deltaic and Sub
marine Fan Systems, Southern Sacramento and Northern San 
Joaquin Basins, California 

Regional cross sections and net-sand isopach maps depict 
the geometry and genetic relations of Maestrichtian deltaic and 
submarine fan depositional systems in the southern Sacramen
to and northern San Joaquin basins. The six Starkey sands are 
multilobed cuspate to lobate dehas with east-west or 
northeast-southwest axes and apices near Sacramento and 
Stockton. The overlying sand ("Bunker," "3rd Massive," etc) 
in the Sacramento Valley is an elongate delta with north-south 
axes and muhiple apices. Submarine fans (lower and upper 
Winters, Tracy, Blewett, and Azevedo sands) are elongate 
northwest-southeast, parallel to the basin axis. Most fan 
shapes are distorted owing to onlap on basin slopes or the 
cross-valley sill termed the Stockton Arch, but less confined 
fans show the expected fan shape. 

Initially the slope was fault controlled, but the deltas pro-
graded the slope, constricting the basin. Five deltas overtook 
the prograding slope and fed sand over the shelf edge or 
through shallow slope channels to the fans. Deltas were aban
doned during cyclic sea level rises; during the succeeding pro-
gradations, mud was swept out of the dehas and draped over 
the slope and previous fan. Thus, five cycles of delta prograda-
tion, fan growth, delta retreat, and fan abandonment are 
preserved. As the basin filled and water depth decreased, 
deltas became larger and fans grew smaller. 

Local cross sections show facies relations and lithologies. 
Cuspate deltas consist mainly of coarsening-upward prodelta 
mud-delta front/shoreface sand. Elongate deltas are largely 
delta-plain marsh and channel facies. Fans are mainly thick-
bedded (amalgamated) massive to fining-upward sand; bed 
thickness and grain size decrease in a narrow periphery where 
fans onlap basin slopes or grade to basin-plain shale. Gas is 
produced from both suprafans and fan margins. 
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Clay Fabric—New Aspect of Clay Petrology 

Geologists have long been interested in the fabric of clastic 
sediments and their use in the reconstruction of current direc
tion. However, study of the fabric of argillaceous sediments 
has not been extensive due to their extremely fine texture and 
complex composition. 

With advanced technology and instrumentation, particular
ly transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning elec
tron microscopy (SEM), a new era of clay petrology has arriv
ed. The superior resolution, wide range of magnification, very 


